# CIVIC ENGAGEMENT WEEK

**MARCH 19-24, 2018**

**MON. MARCH 19**

**SGA STUDENT FORUM: LOOKING BACK, MOVING FORWARD**
Cambria Room, Student Union
7:00 p.m.

**TUE. MARCH 20**

**PITT DAY IN HARRISBURG - NETWORKING EVENT WITH ALL PITT CAMPUSES, STATE POLITICIANS, AND ALUMNI**
registration is online at upj.pitt.edu/pittday

**WED. MARCH 21**

**BUSINESS & ENTERPRISE PRESENTS: GLOBAL IMPACT SPEAKERS & TALKS (G.I.S.T.)**
FEATUREING RICH RAGAN 78 WITH GUEST SPEAKER ANDREW MARANASISSL
PPAC, 7:00 p.m.

**THUR. MARCH 22**

**COLLEGE STUDENT IMPACT ON COMMUNITY**
Student Union, Cambria Room

MAKE YOUR MARK & VOTE WITH LONNIE SCOTT, POLITICAL ACTIVIST
11:30 AM, CAMBRIA B

**DIVERSITY SYMPOSIUM & SERVICE EVENTS**
2:00 PM, CAMBRIA ROOM B & C

**FRI. MARCH 23**

**SERVICE EVENT**
CAMPUS CLEANUP
1:00 PM, Student Union

THE CLOTHESLINE PROJECT: A VISUAL REMINDER OF VIOLENCE TOWARD WOMEN AND CHILDREN
STUDENT UNION

SIGN MAKING EVENT FOR THE MARCH FOR OUR LIVES EVENT

**SAT. MARCH 24**

**COLLEGE DEMOCRATS TRAVEL TO MARCH FOR OUR LIVES - A SCHOOL SAFETY MARCH IN WASHINGTON DC**

LOG ON TO UPJ CAMPUS SERVICES FOR DETAILS